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The Boys Doodle Book
Younglings can draw, color, and create with all their favorite characters from the Marvel films. From Guardians of the Galaxy to
Spider-Man, every page is packed with doodles. Readers can use their artistic powers to bring these sensational scenes to life!
Banish boredom forever with this ingenious little book-the perfect cure for telephone tedium Whether you're waiting to talk to a
computer tech in Bangalore or a reservationist at your local bistro, the world of telephone service can be fraught with long waits
and disconnections. The Telephone Doodle Book to the rescue! Containing more than 150 incomplete doodles to get you started,
this clever collection is designed to unleash your inner artist. Whether you sketch like Picasso or simply have itchy fingers,
illustrator Andrew Pinder provides pages of ways to wake up the brain during telephone downtime. The Telephone Doodle Book
will get a pen in your hands and stir creativity. From the beautifully drawn to the wickedly witty, his starting points will inspire
serene scenes, funny cartoons, or scribbled jumbles of surrealistic triumph. The ideal way to burn off pent-up nervous energy and
relieve stress, it offers a brilliant, artistic antidote to "hold" music.
Kids of all ages can draw, color, and create with all their favorite characters from the Spider-Man universe. From the Green Goblin
to Spider- Gwen to Venom + Carnage to Spidey himself, every page is packed with doodles. Readers can use their artistic powers
to bring these action-packed scenes to life!
Calling all girls, this new exciting addition to the bestselling Doodle series is four-color, a first for the series! Filled with beautiful
and intricate illustrations and patterns, girls will let their creativity fly and doodle everything from flowers, feathers, birds, buttons,
and butterflies alike!
Reduce Anxiety. Express Emotions. Be More Present. The Mindful Doodle Book: 75 Creative Exercises to Help You Live In the
Moment combines the benefits of mindfulness and the intuitive expression of doodling to help you relax, find focus, and creatively
express emotions through spontaneous artmaking. Mindful doodling is fun, calming and deeply moving. Grab a pen or pencil and
explore the 75 doodle exercises that draw on emotions, thoughts, hopes and sensory awareness. The Mindful Doodle Book is a
therapeutic tool that mental health clinicians can use directly with their clients, but anyone can find this doodle book meaningful
and useful to navigate a hectic world.
You'll find lots to draw, doodle and color in this exciting drawing, doodling and coloring book.
With a shiny foiled cover and 200+ spectacular interior pages that feature engaging, full-color artwork, you're guaranteed hours
and hours of enjoyment. Plus, every page is perforated for easy pullout to display YOUR piece of art. Be creative with prompts like
“disguise me” above a picture of a boy, or “whose footprints?” above various animal tracks. So get ready, get set, and doodle! As
always, no drawing skills are required—just your imagination.
Kids of all ages can draw, doodle, and create with all their favorite characters from the Guardians of the Galaxy universe. From
Star-Lord to Groot, every page is packed with fun doodles. Readers can use their artistic powers to bring these action-packed
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scenes to life!
Welcome to a fantastic world of doodles! Over 90 pages of awesome art are waiting for your creative color choices to make them
your own. The delightful doodles are the original creations of Joe Whale, also known as the ""Doodle Boy,"" an 11-year-old artist
from the United Kingdom who has become a household name in his home country, as well as in the US. Join the fun with these
playful pictures and ready-to-color doodles!
This preschool sticker workbook for ages 3-5 is a playful, interactive way to learn about colors and shapes. It includes 225+ fullcolor stickers that are used to complete Hidden Pictures puzzles and other activities. Highlights knows that the best way to inspire
kids to learn about colors and shapes is to make learning fun--and what's more fun than stickers? Kids will love practicing their
colors and shapes in this book with 6 pages of full-color stickers and 64 pages of fun activities. Our award-winning content is
teacher-approved. Its combination of geometric shape- and color-identification, writing skills, puzzles, humor, and playful art will
excite learners and help with school readiness and success.
Color and draw with the Lorax--Dr. Seuss's beloved icon of Environmentalism--in this 256 page Deluxe Doodle Book with a pullout poster and a punch-out, stand-up Lorax! Printed on 100% recycled paper, this eco-friendly Doodle Book with a pull-out poster
and punch-out, card stock, Lorax standee is perfect for encouraging creative play--and responsibility for the Earth! With scenes to
color, images to finish, and simple activities featuring the characters from the Dr. Seuss classic The Lorax (including Bar-ba-loots,
Swomee-Swans, Humming-Fish, and Truffula Trees), children ages 3-7 can let their imaginations run wild . . . Seuss-style!
This is Buster Books' most gruesome doodle book ever - for boys and girls with strong stomachs. Dripping with bogeys, bugs and
blisters, slime, sludge and sick - kids can let their imaginations run wild and delight in the truly disgusting. No drawing skills are
required, just grab a pen and get ready to get gross.
Packed with pirates, dinosaurs, robots, and more, this doodle book dares boys to let their imaginations run wild! With over 100
creative and humorous illustrations by Andrew Pinder, every boy has a world of adventure at his fingertips. A fun and simple
sentence on each page instructs what to do, such as “draw a cool tree house,” “how will you escape from a crocodile?” and
“draw a flying machine.” No drawing skills are necessary—just pack your pencils, crayons, and courage!
Doodle away to adventureland with this deluxe doodle book that has 288 pages and an awesome foil cover! Color in knights and
dragons, connect the dots of a sea creature, doodle on tractors and trucks, and much more with this deluxe coloring and activity
book. With fun prompts and activities to inspire the artist within, this mega Dream Doodle Draw! book is sure to be a hit!
Let's hear it for the boys! In this new addition to the Doodle series, the doodles are in four-color for the very first time! Packed with
bright and colorful illustrations and cool designs, boys will unleash their imagination and doodle everything from robots and cars to
flying machines and aliens!
This is the exciting follow-up to the hugely successful The Boys Doodle Book, in which Andrew Pinder returns with more
fantastically witty and entertaining doodles for boys to complete and create. Boys can doodle a discovery in the jungle, the
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trajectory of a human cannonball, an outlaw ambush, a helpful invention for a caveman and much more, letting their imaginations
run wild!
Planes, trains and automobiles - plus the odd alien spacecraft, make this the ideal colouring book for creative boys. Packed with fantastic
drawings to colour, The Boys' Colouring Book will keep bored boys occupied on many a rainy day.
"Eisha spends her day making clay shapes in her Mama's art studio. One shape in particular gives her a sense of joy and nostalgia-it reminds
her of the time she picked lemons with her Papa. But when her clay turns to stone and breaks into pieces, Eisha feels a great sadness.
Together with her Mama, she finds a unique way of moving forward and seeing her sadness in new light"-Anyone can doodle—and this book proves it! Your intrepid doodling guide Kamo is the author of many bestselling drawing guides, and in this
one she shows you how to create simple doodles anywhere using just a ballpoint pen. You'll learn to use Kamo's motto: "Once you know the
basics, you can draw anything!" This book provides hundreds of examples showing you how to create doodles that are lively and entertaining
in three easy steps. Unlike fine-art or manga drawings, there are no rules and no fancy techniques. All that's needed is a free hand and a free
spirit! This book makes an ideal gift for doodlers of all ages, beginners and amateurs alike. It shows you how to doodle anywhere—at home, in
the office and on the go—on loose scraps of paper or in a notebook. Learn to use your decorative doodles to dress up and enliven things you
use everyday—from letters, gift cards and invitations to journals, appointment books, household labels, business cards and scrapbooks.
Doodles are useful and fun—and their applications are endless!
JUST DOODLE IT! •Be creative and have fun. •Draw whatever you want. •Go crazy. Get silly. Be totally original. Every page is a new doodle
idea!From employees stuck in boring meetings and presidents sitting with cabinet secretaries to kids on a long drive and students waiting for
the lunch bell, everyone loves to doodle. But doodling can be much more than a way to pass the time. With pages that start a doodle and
then invite the reader to finish it in a totally original way, this book offers doodlers a path to fun and creative discovery. Unlike coloring books
that constrain the imagination by making readers stay within the lines, The Doodle Book encourages unlimited expression. It's filled with all
types of doodle ideas, including friendly animals, silly people and funny scenarios. No matter how the doodle begins, each page is a fresh
opportunity to draw something totally unique and exciting. And since this is only doodling, no drawing skills are needed. Doodling is about
what one chooses to draw, not how well one draws it.
Younglings can draw, color, and create with all their favorite characters from the Star Wars films. From Luke Skywalker to Darth Vader, every
page is packed with doodles from a galaxy far, far away. Readers can use their artistic Force to bring these sensational scenes to life!
Helps readers design their own roller coaster, turn a beauty queen into a flesh-eating zombie, and create their very own masterpiece. This
title features furballs, oddballs, ideas, and illustrations. It is intended for boys.
With a shiny foiled cover and 160 spectacular interior pages that feature engaging, full-color artwork, you're guaranteed hours and hours of
enjoyment. Plus, every page is perforated for easy pullout to display YOUR piece of art. So get ready, get set, and doodle all things beautiful!
As always, no drawing skills are required—just your imagination.
With a shiny foiled cover and 160 spectacular interior pages that feature engaging, full-color artwork, you're guaranteed hours and hours of
enjoyment. Plus, every page is perforated for easy pullout to display YOUR piece of art. Fairies, princesses, ponies, and pop-stars will have
every girl eager to be a daydream believer, inspired by prompts like “what's in the magic forest?” “Draw your dream castle,” and “Show us
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how girls rock!” So get ready, get set, and doodle! As always, no drawing skills are required—just your imagination.
The first of its kind, The Bible Doodle Book invites kids to draw, imagine, color, and dream as they learn Bible stories. Unfinished pictures and
intriguing prompts foster children's imagination and creativity.
Looking for a way to color beyond the lines? Unlike coloring books, which keep you inside the lines, Draw, Doodle, Use Your Noodle, lets
creativity flow. The pictures have been started, but it's up to you to fill in the rest. Features:42 unfinished drawings Fun and engaging
prompts, led by Color-oni and CheeseSingle sided pagesMeet Color-oni and Cheese. This charming pair will give you ideas to finish the
drawings, but remember, you are the artist! So don't be afraid to get crazy! If you see an empty hamster cage, for example, you could add a
hamster. Or you could add a fire breathing dragon. Maybe even a unicorn, alien, or llama. So go ahead, grab a pencil and get creative.
Presents a collection of exciting trivia for boys, including information on supercars, pizza statistics, and nature's deadliest poisons, and
provides tips on such subjects as fighting sharks, creating codes, and escaping.
Boys and girls of all ages will love Toca Boca's Toca Life Doodle Book, which features hilarious full-color interiors, over 1,000 stickers,
posters, reusable stickers, and play scenes! Welcome to Toca Life, where anything and everyone is welcome! Use your imagination to fill the
pages of this doodle book with stylish patterns, cool designs, and oodles of creative doodles! Don't forget to be silly--and that there are NO
rules in Toca Life! Doodle what you would flush down the toilet, or draw what you think Silly Burger would put on his buns! Toca Boca app
players or any boys and girls ages 6 to 9 will love this book, which features full-color interiors, reusable stickers and play scenes, plus a
double-sided poster! Happy doodling!
Artfully express your heart’s desires with this love-themed Zolocolor doodling book! Whether love is in the air or on your mind, this deluxe
doodling book is an ideal outlet for expressions of the heart. Simple yet bold shapes come together to invoke images of all things adorable,
such as heart-filled patterns, lace-trimmed valentines, and much more! The pages are adorned with scenes ranging from elaborate and busy
to simple and quiet, inviting children (and adults!) to color in, out, on, and around the lines. So get out your colored pencils, chalk, paint, pens,
or crayons, and draw from your vibrant imagination. Dabble. Dream. Imagine. Make it your own!
An amazingly creative, themed book with a new doodling idea on every page. The doodle starts, which use an innovative mix of photographs
and illustrations, are combined with text prompts to set kids off on a doodling journey of imaginative fancy as they create their own unique
artwork. With 120 pages of doodles to customize, over 200 stickers to decorate the pages, and helpful tips along the way from Doodle
Monster, this is the perfect book for kids who just want to doodle their day away...
Over 120 pages to draw, heroes doodle or scribble your imagination on. Big spaces so you have room to draw whatever is on your mind. Use
the " Boys Doodle Book " for heroes or cartooning fun. Great drawing activity book for all ages. Scroll up & Click the Buy Button to Start
Doodling the Fun Way TODAY! Sketchbook, Activity book, Drawing book, Blank comics, Doodle Book
With a shiny foiled cover and 160 spectacular interior pages that feature engaging, full-color artwork, you're guaranteed hours and hours of
enjoyment. Plus, every page is perforated for easy pullout to display YOUR piece of art. The Boys' Doodle Book is packed with pirates,
dinosaurs, robots, and more, daring boys to let their imaginations run wild! A fun and simple sentence on each page instructs what to do,
such as “draw a cool tree house,” “how will you escape from a crocodile?” and “draw a flying machine.” So get ready, get set, and doodle!
As always, no drawing skills are required—just your imagination.
Follow a little boy's journey as he ponders what on earth this doodle thing in his nappy is... could it be a tiger's tail, elephant's trunk or even a
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snake?! This cheeky light-hearted story will amuse both kids and their parents! With adorable illustrations from Jimmy Peacock, it will be a
sure-fire bedtime read night after night.
This book is jam packed with more than 100 drawings to create and complete…all featuring the boys of One Direction! Fans can doodle in
Harry's hair, create a scene that shows what Zayn is dreaming about, draw Niall's new pet, whip up a picture of Liam's pre-performance
snack, and more!
With a shiny foiled cover and 200+ spectacular interior pages that feature engaging, full-color artwork, you're guaranteed hours and hours of
enjoyment. Plus, every page is perforated for easy pullout to display YOUR piece of art. So get ready, get set, and go on a liberating flight of
mindless fancy inDo You Doodle?. As always, no drawing skills are required—just your imagination.
Hey, Jammers! Can't get enough of Jamaa? Then jump on into this doodle book that lets you put yourself into the wild world of Animal Jam
through drawing, doodling, stickers, and other awesome activities! This fantastic doodle book lets fans of Animal Jam--the number one kids
gaming site in the world--explore their creative sides as they interact with Jamaa in a whole new way. Draw your own avatar, doodle
awesome outfits for animals, solve crazy puzzles, and more! Inside, discover 150 stickers, plenty of space to draw and doodle, weird animal
facts to make you smart, plus awesome animal photos. Up your game!
Beautiful Christmas scenes to fill with your own designs.
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